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PRIME

Prime grade offers a clean center cut cathedral 
graining with less knots, no cracks and minimal 
sap wood. 

NATURAL

Natural grade features dynamic grain, figure and 
coloring. Light brown and blonde sap wood will 
appear along the outer edges of the board, while 
heart wood towards the middle of the board is a 
rich chocolate brown. Natural Grade will contain 
filled knots and handsome cracks. 

BLACK WALNUT 

Known for its deep luxurious color, dynamic grain pattern and workability, black walnut is a perennial favorite 
for plank and pattern floorboards as well as millwork and cabinetry.

Wood is perfectly imperfect! All images are meant to indicate general characteristics, but every MADERA wood 
floor is a unique expression of nature made from living material. All wood floors, no matter how high the grade, 
will have variation in grain and character. Please contact our team at sales@maderasurfaces.com with any 
questions or concerns. 

GRADING
BLACK WALNUT STANDARD WIDTH FLOORING

PREMIUM

Premium Black Walnut features vertical grain, 
clean lines and an exceptional modern elegance. 
No knots, cracks and even color range.
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PRIME GRADE
BLACK WALNUT STANDARD WIDTH FLOORING

PRIME

Prime grade offers a clean center cut cathedral graining with less knots, no 
cracks and minimal sap wood. 

BLACK WALNUT FLOORING: PRIME GRADE

SAP/HEART       

Infrequent sap 
on edges of 
boards

WIDTH 

4” - 12” 

END CRACKS        

Note Allowed

PATCHING

Not Allowed

KNOTS/FILLER         

Infrequent 
unfilled pin 
knots

CRACK-HEART         

Not Allowed

GRAIN         

Traditional 
center cut grain 
pattern. Includes 
flecking
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PRIME GRADE
BLACK WALNUT STANDARD WIDTH FLOORING
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NATURAL GRADE
BLACK WALNUT STANDARD WIDTH FLOORING

NATURAL

Natural grade features dynamic grain, figure and coloring. Light brown and 
blonde sap wood will appear along the outer edges of the board, while heart 
wood towards the middle of the board is a rich chocolate brown. Natural Grade 
will contain filled knots and handsome cracks. 

BLACK WALNUT FLOORING: NATURAL GRADE

SAP/HEART       

Infrequent sap 
on edges of 
boards

WIDTH 

4” - 12” 

END CRACKS        

Note Allowed

PATCHING

Not Allowed

KNOTS/FILLER         

Frequent filled 
and unfilled 
knots

CRACK-HEART         

Not Allowed

GRAIN         

Traditional 
center cut grain 
pattern. Includes 
flecking
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NATURAL GRADE
BLACK WALNUT STANDARD WIDTH FLOORING


